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British Heritage
T R A D I T I O N  A N D  Q U A L I T Y

There’s something we trust about a British made 
product. It speaks of tradition and quality; a product 
that is designed to suit our British tastes and lifestyles 
with a rich history and story to tell. 

Daval has been nestled in the heart of the Yorkshire countryside since 1978 
and is still proudly owned and managed by the family that started it. It is a 
business with a passion for quality, design and functionality at its heart. By 
choosing Daval furniture, you are guaranteed something that combines the 
premium look and the quality craftsmanship that you have come to expect 
of a great British brand.

daval-furniture.co.uk
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daval-furniture.co.uk

It’s all in the Detail
L E A D E R S  B Y  D E S I G N

When you’re making a commitment to improving your 
home, you need to be confident that your furniture has 
been designed to last a lifetime.

That’s why at Daval we commit to bringing you the latest trends and 
innovations from our visits to exhibitions around the world. Being at the 
forefront of both design and production technology means we can deliver 
you on trend, great quality and value for money furniture to your own exact 
tastes and specifications.
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Bells and Whistles
P E R S O N A L  S E R V I C E

When you visit one of our independent retail partners at 
their showroom you can be assured that you are working 
with an expert in design that is as passionate about your 
project as you are.

At Daval we work exclusively with independent showrooms throughout 
the UK to ensure you have someone to help you at every step of the design, 
planning and installation stages, making the entire process as easy and simple 
as possible. Their experience, design flair and extensive product knowledge 
will allow them to tailor your design to fit your individual requirements.
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daval-furniture.co.uk
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Fits like a Glove
O P T I O N  i

With our expert team, you can get exactly the kitchen you 
want, without compromise and at an affordable price.

Due to our unique production technologies we make every single kitchen to 
order meaning you can personalise your kitchen and choose from multiple 
finishes, sizes and storage solutions to ensure your kitchen suits your own 
design tastes and your families needs.

daval-furniture.co.uk



Go Green
S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

We are always looking for ways to create beautiful 
furniture that suits every home, while ensuring we 
remain sustainable, protecting our planet for a better 
future. Our environmental commitment is embedded 
throughout the company from the material we use to 
craft our furniture, through to the recycling of our waste 
and turning unused materials into fuel, which heats our 
head office. 

For over 40 years we’ve been focused on what we can do to protect our 
natural resources and reduce our carbon footprint, with the nightingale 
within our logo symbolising our commitment to the environment. We only 
source raw materials from suppliers with responsible attitudes towards 
the environment using timber that is exclusively sourced from properly 
managed forests. 
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daval-furniture.co.uk
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Our new Renzo collection is the future of 
furniture design. Contemporary and urban, 
with an industrial vibe, Renzo is a cutting-
edge kitchen with sustainability at its heart. 

Kind to the environment without compromising on style, 
every door within the collection is made from 100% recycled 
wood. Featuring a mix of striking materials, Renzo will suit 
any modern home looking for a stand out kitchen design 
with the wow factor. 

Choose from a stunning charred Japanese wood effect door 
with a metallic tinge, a character Oak effect that recreates 
the look of distressed wooden planks, or a raw textured 
concrete effect that we’ve combined with a fabric for a 
unique finish. Team these any of these exquisite materials 
with an industrial knurled effect handle for the ultimate 
finishing touch. This is a kitchen that builds a better future.

T H E  K I T C H E N  W I T H  A  C O N S C I E N C E

Renzo

Pictured: 
012/014-015 Renzo Charred Japanese Wood & Mayfair Hunter Green
013 Renzo Charred Japanese Wood
016-017 Renzo Character Oak Tobacco & Savoy Matt Lichen
018-019 Renzo Artstone in White Grey & Quartz Grey

“ Every door within the collection is made from 
100% recycled wood. This is a kitchen that builds a 
better future.”



“ Dark and dramatic kitchen furniture is incredibly 
well suited to an open plan design. Add in 
metallic accents, natural materials, light walls and 
glass cabinets to bring the look together.”



“ Contrast the warm, raw look of distressed timber 
furniture against soft marbles and muted shades 
for a look that’s all about expressing an individual 
sense of style.”
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If you are looking to make a statement in the 
kitchen then this combination of Mayfair 
Bronze and Varenna Cuban Oak is for you. 

A fusion of textures and stunning effects, this is the ideal 
kitchen for those who love to express their individuality. 
The Bronze effect is completely unique to us here at Daval, 
developed in response to the trend for combining modern 
finishes into one design. 

The stone texture with a metallic effect gives a stunning look 
that changes with the light, perfect for creating an ambience 
at your next dinner party, especially when paired with 
Cuban Oak, a highly realistic wood effect with an industrial 
edge to it. These different finishes, together with a striking 
marble peninsula and on trend knurled brass industrial 
handles, will ensure your kitchen gets noticed.

F U S I O N  O F  T E X T U R E S

Mayfair & Varenna

Pictured: 
020-023 Varenna Cuban Oak & Mayfair Bronze 

“ If you have the space a breakfast bar is a great way 
to add additional seating to your kitchen and it 
looks amazing.”

-021-020
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Stylish simplicity, this combination of 
Varenna and Rio is perfect if you love  
the understated Scandinavian look but 
prefer something a little more on the 
authentic side. 

The white washed Alaskan Oak adds warmth to the overall 
design scheme while the extra detail such as knots and cracks 
in the woodgrain deliver texture and visual interest. The 
timber against the simple light Talpa shade from the Rio 
collection, shown here as a double base block island, creates 
a clean linear design with just a hint of brushed brass for 
something extra special. The matt black, industrial style 
knurled handles combined with the smoked glass display 
cupboard above the sink give an urban edge to kitchen 
which helps to blend into the rest of your living space. 

S C A N D I N A V I A N  S T Y L E 

Varenna & Rio

Pictured: 
024-027 Varenna Alaskan Oak & Rio Talpa
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Looking for a sleek, minimalist gloss kitchen 
with a unique material and texture? Then 
Finsbury is the one for you. 

Available in both Silver and Steel colourways with a choice 
of handle options including handleless, curved or linea 
profile handles, Finsbury can be tailored to suit your home. 
The options all work beautifully together and are made even 
more special by the use of the distinct metal trims and anti 
scratch and anti bacterial finishes.

If you love a matt finish then, look to our Mayfair island to 
provide a communal space where you’ll want to spend your 
time. Mayfair has the same handle options that Finsbury 
does but comes in a stunning range of nine complementary 
colours from Frost White, that looks super striking when 
combined with the Steel Finsbury, through to three shades 
of Grey and a subtle Cashmere shade. Mix and match your 
finishes and colours for a designer style. You could also carry 
through the theme into your utility, under stairs storage, 
hallway or even the living area.

A W A R D  W I N N I N G

Finsbury

“ Include bespoke storage in your design to get 
maximum use of space.”

Pictured: 
028 Finsbury Steel Handleless & Mayfair Dove Grey
029 Finsbury Under Stairs Storage
030-031 Finsbury & Mayfair Dove Grey and Steel Handleless

-029-028





If you are looking for a high end look with 
a linear handleless profile, look no further 
than Camden which is seen here with tall 
Premium White units and a bank of sleek 
appliances making full use of the upper wall 
and corners with our clever solutions to 
maximise storage space.

Finished in UV gloss lacquer, Camden is available in 
Premium White along with Cashmere, Dove Grey and Dust 
Grey. Camden is a timeless furniture collection with poise 
and tranquility at the heart of its design.

S M O O T H  A N D  S L E E K

Camden

Pictured: 
032-035 Camden Gloss White

-033-032
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If you like to mix tone with texture for a 
contemporary feel, then choose the Varenna 
and Langham kitchen.

Here, Varenna in Blonde wood has been effortlessly 
combined with Langham Basalt for a stunning stone effect 
finish to give a high end look that adds personality to your 
home, while also being incredibly practical thanks to the 
anti fingerprint, anti bacterial and anti scratch finishes.

The handleless design naturally accentuates the sleek 
horizontal wood grain of the furniture for a pure and 
unbroken finish. Varenna is made up of a selection of 
drawers, tall larder style storage and overhead shelve units 
which maximises your storage and still gives you space to fit 
your essential appliances.

The Langham island is the feature of the room and completes 
the kitchen. The Light Grey stone-effect creates a modern 
yet timeless look as well as providing extra storage from the 
deep drawer system which is strong enough to hold all your 
kitchen essentials.
 

T O N E  A N D  T E X T U R E

Langham Basalt

Pictured: 
036-037 Varenna Blonde Wood 
038-039 Langham Basalt Stone and Blonde Wood
040-041 Langham Basalt Stone

-037-036



-039-038 “ Don’t be afraid to mix ranges and textures to 
get the look you want.”
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For a truly striking design, our Langham 
kitchen in Slate Stone looks amazing used 
from floor to ceiling and across a triple wall 
unit that spans the length of the kitchen as 
you can see.

With a host of interior solutions available, Langham  
features the new contemporary larder stainless steel  
drawers with innovative glass front and side elements.  
Plus, for ease of cleaning our stainless steel is finished with 
an anti-fingerprint treatment so no need to worry about 
those sticky fingers.

Pair the Dark Slate look with a simple Dust Grey colour 
option from our Mayfair range to balance out the colour 
scheme and add some simplicity to the urban Slate of 
Langham. It’s also anti bacterial and anti scratch too.

The design opportunities are endless. Choose from  
Langham Basalt or Slate and marry it with the striking 
simplicity of Mayfair which is available in a choice of  
eight neutrals from a crisp White to dark and moody 
Charcoal plus a stone effect finish.

S T R I K I N G  D E S I G N

Langham

Pictured: 
042-043 Langham Slate Stone
044-045 Langham Slate Stone and Mayfair Dust Grey

-043-042
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Whether you are looking for a kitchen 
for a city apartment or a country home, 
Salcombe’s calm and contemporary style is 
fully made to measure and available in four 
different colours with a choice of door types 
for that added personal touch.

Inspired by the British coastline, Salcombe has a textured 
wood finish allowing you to combine the best of a painted 
effect design with the simplicity of a slab door to create a 
warm and homely feel in your kitchen.

We have created calming colour contrasts by combining 
Dove Grey and Charcoal with elements of Rough-Cut Oak 
for contrast and texture but with so many options to choose 
from you can create your dream design with the help of your 
experienced designer.

C A L M  A N D  C O N T E M P O R A R Y

Salcombe 

Pictured: 
046-047 Salcombe Dove Grey Painted Oak Grain Effect
048-049 Salcombe Dove Grey and Cashmere
050-051 Salcombe Cashmere Nature

-047-046
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If you prefer a calming vibe in your new 
kitchen then Modena Matt is a perfect 
choice for you.

The handleless doors shown are finished in a matt lacquer 
giving a softer look and feel, and come in a wide variety of 
colours. Here we have chosen to blend the Dove Grey and 
Charcoal together to create a contemporary two-tone effect. 
For an additional design statement with a premium look, try 
framing the tall and base cabinets with i-lite in Rough-Cut 
Oak - a lightweight and affordable panel solution that is 
kind to the environment.

C A L M I N G  V I B E

Modena

Pictured: 
052-053 Modena Matt Charcoal and Dove Grey
054-055 Modena Matt Charcoal

-053-052
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Pembroke is a modern classic. Traditional 
in style with a contemporary approach, 
Pembroke is a premium shaker style kitchen 
made from solid ash, shown here in a hand 
painted Navy Blue finish to give it a real 
wow factor while making it incredibly  
on trend.

As it is made from real wood, Pembroke has a distinguished, 
visible graining running through it adding to it’s 
authenticity, with all joints flush to give this shaker style 
kitchen an unusually sleek look which appeals to the 
modern homeowner.

M O D E R N  C L A S S I C

Pembroke

Pictured: 
056-059 Pembroke Navy Blue





Sometimes it’s the classics that make us 
happy such as a traditional shaker style 
kitchen in a timeless neutral shade. 

Our Grassington collection is a classic shaker design that is 
both understated and refined. Hand painted and available 
in all of our stunning paint shades, Grassington also features 
an attention to detail that is second to none with a one piece 
drawer unit, flush joints on the door and a ¼ round bead 
inside the frame. 

Shown here in Porcelain with industrial style matt black 
handles, why not make your kitchen the ultimate socialising 
space with a large island right in the centre, perfect for 
cooking with family and friends. Choose a range of cabinet 
sizes to give you ample storage and extras such as a wine 
fridge for those nights your entertaining. 

C L A S S I C  D E S I G N

Grassington

Pictured: 
060-063 Grassington Porcelain

-061-060
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For some it is all about the detail. Our 
Henley range has been designed with some 
exquisite accessories such as this top box unit 
which can be used over a sink or in a row of 
tall wall units to create a stunning feature.

Henley is a one piece shaker door with a smooth painted 
finish and framed end panels with a radiussed front edge 
that create a high end look whilst the elegant details on 
the cornice provide a contemporary classic feel. Henley is 
available in all of our painted colours so you can choose just 
what you like.

S M O O T H  P A I N T E D  F I N I S H

Henley

Pictured: 
068-071 Henley Pebble

-065-064
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Shaker style kitchens are known and  
loved by many for adding character and 
charm but this classic design doesn’t have  
to be understated. 

With our Farnley collection colour can take centre stage 
transforming a classic shaker kitchen into an on trend 
design. Available in Natural Oak as well as every one of  
our painted colours, you can experiment with colour to 
make a statement.

Made from solid timber with a shaker profile and v grove on 
the door joints, this collection is timeless yet modern, with 
American copper cup handles adding a retro look. Glass 
cupboards with a Georgian bead provide additional storage 
while making a feature of your furniture.

C O L O U R F U L  C H A R A C T E R 

Farnley

Pictured: 
072-075 Farnley Navy Blue

-069-068
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“If you love to be bold with your colour choices, 
then make a statement with blue cabinets to make 
your kitchen even more extraordinary.”



You can add your own stylish twists with 
curved or open feature units when you opt 
for Amberley.

Available in Natural Oak and our hand painted finishes, it 
will transform the design of any home. All doors are raised 
and fielded and are made from renewable timber sources.

S T Y L I S H  T W I S T

Amberley

Pictured: 
076-077 Amberley Dove Grey
078-079 Amberley Dove Grey and Amberley Lead

-073-072
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-075-074
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An elegant shaker design, our Meltham 
collection can help you recreate that country 
style kitchen you’ve always dreamed of. 

An affordable kitchen offering stylish accents and hidden 
details, Meltham comes in five different shades and is shown 
here in Charcoal and Dove Grey, reflecting our ongoing 
affinity for a grey tones in the home. The foil finish and 
slight chamfered detail on the inside of the door frame adds 
a nice finishing touch. Mix in some glass fronted cabinets 
and simple round handles for a kitchen you can call home.

S I M P L E  E L E G A N C E

Meltham

Pictured: 
080-083 Meltham Dove Grey and Charcoal

-077-076
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-079-078“ Glass front cabinets will help naturally bounce 
light round your kitchen and open up the space.”
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This stylish kitchen oozes Britishness,  
class and sophistication. Oakley is an  
elegant in-frame kitchen that is available  
in Classic Oak and various painted colours 
so you can add your own individual style  
to this kitchen.

For an extra touch of luxury it has a cock bead on the 
frame and a separate bead inside the frame of the door. In 
addition, there are a number of handcrafted features you 
could choose from such as chunky corbels, oak pull out trays 
and skirting details. 

For a bespoke high end look, try adding a slab of granite 
under the Belfast sink. The stunning Lennon granite with  
a leathered-effect and warm Grey hue finishes the Oakley 
off perfectly, while carrying the kitchen theme through  
to the dining area for an open plan kitchen/diner that  
flows beautifully.

C L A S S  A N D  S O P H I S T I C A T I O N

Oakley

“ Add an expanse of granite above your AGA for  
a high end look.”

Pictured: 
084/086-087 Oakley Painted Lead
085 Oakley Painted Lead
088-091 Oakley Painted Mist







“ The difference between ordinary and 
extraordinary is just that little extra…”
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Bramham is a more modern take on the 
traditional shaker kitchen we all know  
and love.

The door sits within the frame and has clean proportions 
giving it a current yet classic look. Bramham is available in 
Classic Oak plus all of the painted colours we offer. Here 
we have combined the calming tones of Mist and Porcelain 
which creates a soft contrast within your design and helps 
zone your kitchen into different areas. We have also added 
chrome cup handles and matching knobs which are also 
British made in Birmingham.

Finish off and organise your kitchen with our large range of 
complementary oak storage solutions which sit within the 
drawers such as knife blocks, spice holders, stainless steel jars 
and dividing systems. Try a potboard at the end of an island 
or as a freestanding piece of furniture as they create a unique 
focal point in the kitchen.

You need to be confident that your drawers are made to the 
highest specification they can be and that is why, rather than 
a traditional dovetail joint, which is poor when it comes to 
the amount of adjustment, we use a metal dowel so that we 
have a 3 way adjustment on all our drawers which sits behind 
our branded drawer cap. We also designed our oak drawers 
with a soft curve profile and a large gallery rail which 
maximises the storage available inside the cabinet. 

M O D E R N  C H I C

Bramham 

“ Try using Charcoal or Heather for that splash 
of colour on feature pieces like sideboards and 
Welsh dressers.”

Pictured: 
092/094-095 Bramham Porcelain and Mist
093 Bramham Mussel
096 Bramham Dakar
097 Bramham Mist
098-099 Solid Wood Drawers
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Bring the same quality and design style 
throughout your home with furniture from 
our stunning kitchen, bedroom, bathroom 
and living collections.

From utilities, boot rooms and home studies your designer 
can create a bespoke solution just for you.

F L E X I B L E  A N D  P R A C T I C A L 

Storage at Home

 97
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Efficient kitchen storage helps life run  
more smoothly especially when everything 
has its own place, is easily accessible and  
well organised.

Smart storage is an art and our collection of space saving 
solutions includes a multitude of clever ideas. Inspirational 
quality products from market leaders Blum create 
uncluttered and functional interiors for every home.

W E L L  O R G A N I S E D

Innovative Storage Solutions



When it comes to getting the best from your 
new kitchen, it isn’t always a case of what is 
on the outside that counts.

We have lots of solutions that make the inside of your 
drawers work better for you and maximise the use of space. 
Whether you choose wide deep drawers or slim profile, 
organise your cutlery and utensils with our integrated 
dividers. Or why not keep your oils, herbs and spices to hand 
with a vertical drawer pull out. The options are endless and 
all come with a lifetime guarantee.

E V E R Y T H I N G  T O  H A N D

Drawer Solutions 

 105
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We offer a wide range of options to  
organise your kitchen cupboards and  
bring the wow factor.

Lighting, shelving, pull out cupboard drawers and integrated 
recycling bins all make the extra difference, turning your 
kitchen into a highly functional space. 

S M A R T  A C C E S S O R I E S

Cupboard Solutions 

-107-106



We use beautifully crafted solid wood  
drawers on our Bramham and Oakley  
in-frame kitchens. 

The elegant curved profile and internal accessories ensures  
a premium kitchen design.

B E A U T I F U L L Y  C R A F T E D

Solid Wood Drawers 

-0109-0108
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Paint Colours

Every effort has been made to illustrate products as accurately as the graphic reproduction process allows and colours may vary from those of the actual product. 

Cashmere

Pebble DakarMussel

Truffle CharcoalForest GreenLava

Storm BlueNavy Blue Heather

Dove Grey Lead

Mist

Heritage BlueLichen

Morning Blue

PuttyAlabasterPorcelain



Character 
Oak 

Natural

Character 
Oak 

Tobacco

Charred 
Japanese 

Wood

Artstone 
Quartz 

Grey

Artstone 
White Grey

R E N Z O

Drawer Type: Legra 

Handles: Available as a handleless kitchen or 
with a Linea or Linea Curve profile handle

Texture

CashmereFrost White

M A Y F A I R 

Super Matt

Dove Grey Charcoal Dust Grey

Grain Direction: Mayfair Bronze - Vertical 

Drawer Type: Legra-box 

Handles: Available as a handleless kitchen or 
with a Linea or Linea Curve profile handle

Bronze

Hunter 
Green

Talpa Marine 
Blue

-113-112

Range Guide



Grain Direction: Horizontal 

Drawer Type: Legra

F I N S B U R Y

Drawer Type: Legra-box 

Handles: Available as a handleless kitchen or 
with a Linea or Linea Curve profile handle

Gloss

Steel MetalSilver MetalCuban OakBlonde 
Wood

Grey Oak

V A R E N N A

Wood Grains

Grain Direction: Horizontal 

Drawer Type: Legra-box 

Handles: Available as a handleless kitchen or 
with a Linea or Linea Curve profile handle

Alaskan 
Oak

R I O

PortobelloTalpa CashmereAlabaster White

Dove GreyCharcoal Dust Grey

Porcelain

Laminate

Rough Cut 
Oak

Virginia 
Walnut

Italian 
Walnut

Lancaster 
Oak

Smoked 
Oak

Silkstone 
Oak

Wood Grains

Dust GreyPremium 
White

Cashmere Dove Grey

C A M D E N

Premium Gloss

Drawer Type: Legra

Handles: Available as a handleless kitchen or 
with a Linea or Linea Curve profile handle
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Dove Grey

Painted Oak grain effect

CharcoalCashmere Porcelain

S A L C O M B E

Grain Direction: Vertical 

Drawer Type: Legra-box 

Handles: Available as a handleless kitchen or 
with a Linea or Linea Curve profile handle

Nature

Dove Grey

M O D E N A

Drawer Type: Legra

CashmereAlabaster White Charcoal

Porcelain

Dust Grey

Gloss Lacquered

Navy BlueCharcoalCashmere Porcelain LeadDove Grey

Painted

Basalt Stone Slate Stone

L A N G H A M

Laminate

Grain Direction: Vertical 

Drawer Type: Legra-box 

Handles: Available as a handleless kitchen or 
with a Linea or Linea Curve profile handle

Beige Silk Grey Silk

Morning 
Blue

Storm  
Blue

Forest 
Green

P E M B R O K E

Navy BlueMussel Pebble

Mist

CharcoalCashmere Porcelain Alabaster

Heather

Dakar

Heritage 
Blue

LeadLava Lichen

Dove Grey

Painted

Putty Truffle

Drawer Type: Legra
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Storm  
Blue

Forest 
Green

Storm  
Blue

Forest 
Green

Storm  
Blue

Forest 
Green

Morning 
Blue

F A R N L E Y

Drawer Type: Legra
Navy BlueMussel Pebble

Mist

CharcoalCashmere Porcelain Alabaster

Heather

Dakar

Heritage 
Blue

LeadLava Lichen

Dove Grey

Painted

Putty Truffle

Natural 
Oak

Timber Colours

H E N L E Y

Drawer Type: Legra

Morning 
Blue

Navy BlueMussel Pebble

Mist

CharcoalCashmere Porcelain Alabaster

Heather

Dakar

Heritage 
Blue

LeadLava Lichen

Dove Grey

Smooth Painted

Putty TruffleMorning 
Blue

Navy BlueMussel Pebble

Mist

CharcoalCashmere Porcelain Alabaster

Heather

Dakar

Heritage 
Blue

LeadLava Lichen

Dove Grey

Putty Truffle

G R A S S I N G T O N

Drawer Type: Legra

Painted
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Storm  
Blue

Forest 
Green

Storm  
Blue

Forest 
Green

Storm  
Blue

Forest 
Green

Morning 
Blue

Navy BlueMussel Pebble

Mist

CharcoalCashmere Porcelain Alabaster

Heather

Dakar

Heritage 
Blue

LeadLava Lichen

Dove Grey

Putty Truffle

B R A M H A M

Drawer Type: Oak

M E L T H A M

A M B E R L E Y

Drawer Type: Legra

Painted

Natural 
Oak

Timber Colours

O A K L E Y

Drawer Type: Oak

Painted

Morning 
Blue

Navy BlueMussel Pebble

Mist

CharcoalCashmere Porcelain Alabaster

Heather

Dakar

Heritage 
Blue

LeadLava Lichen

Dove Grey

Putty Truffle

Natural 
Oak

Timber Colours

Porcelain

Drawer Type: Legra

Cashmere

Foil

Charcoal Dove Grey Dust Grey

Morning 
Blue

Navy BlueMussel Pebble

Mist

CharcoalCashmere Porcelain Alabaster

Heather

Dakar

Heritage 
Blue

LeadLava Lichen

Dove Grey

Putty Truffle

Painted

Natural 
Oak

Timber Colours

Marine 
Blue

-0121-120



BeigeWhite Cashmere Dove Grey

Gloss

G A R D A

Drawer Type: Legra

H A R V A R D

Grain Direction: Vertical 

Drawer Type: Legra

Alabaster

Foil

Cashmere White

Portobello

Charcoal

Dove GreyCashmere Porcelain

Nature

CashmereFrost White

Super Matt

Dove Grey Dust GreyFjord

Hunter 
Green

Talpa Cobalt Blue

R O M A

Grain Direction: Vertical 

Drawer Type: Legra

Alabaster

Foil

Cashmere White

Portobello

Charcoal

Dove GreyCashmere Porcelain

Nature

CashmereFrost White

Super Matt

Dove Grey Dust GreyFjord

Hunter 
Green

Talpa Cobalt Blue

C O M O

Grain Direction: Vertical 

Drawer Type: Legra

PortobelloTalpa CashmereAlabaster White

Dove GreyCharcoal Dust Grey

Porcelain

Laminate

Rough Cut 
Oak

Virginia 
Walnut

Italian 
Walnut

Lancaster 
Oak

Smoked 
Oak

Silkstone 
Oak

Wood Grains

Garda
Price Group: 4

Style: Slab Door

Material: High Gloss Acrylic (MDF core) 

Door Thickness: 19mm

Edge Material: 1mm Gloss Acrylic  

Door Colours: Gloss Beige - GB
Gloss Cashmere - GM 
Gloss Dove Grey - GD
Gloss Stone - GT
Gloss White - GW

Duo Edging Colours: Gloss Beige Duo
Gloss Cashmere Duo
Gloss Dove Grey Duo

Linea - PG 5 Gloss White Duo

Glass Door: N/A

Specials: Special sizes available

Lead Time: 3 weeks

Drawer Box: Blum Legrabox Profile 
Linea Curve - PG 5 Handleless - PG 5

Linea Sizes Available (mm): 150, 300, 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000

All supplied with matching solid colour 
edge banding 

Duo Edging

-0123-0122



CharcoalCashmere Dust GreyPorcelainDove Grey

Gloss

White

S A V O Y

Drawer Type: Legra

Navy BlueCharcoalCashmere Porcelain LeadDove Grey

Painted

Painted to order

Lava Lichen

Morning 
Blue

Storm  
Blue

Forest 
Green

MusselPebble Mist

Dakar Heritage 
Blue

Truffle
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The Ins and Outs
F I V E  Y E A R  G U A R A N T E E

We’re proud to offer a 5 year guarantee as standard 
on all furniture to protect you against manufacturing 
defects in materials or workmanship as well as a lifetime 
guarantee on all drawers, hinges and lift ups’.

Certain terms and conditions apply regarding our guarantee so please refer 
to our website at www.daval-furniture.co.uk for full terms and conditions, 
or call us on 01484 848500 to request a copy.

daval-furniture.co.uk

W H E R E  T O  B U Y ?

Daval is exclusively available from a network of 
independent retailers throughout the UK.

From concept to completion our retailers are there to help you with the 
design, project management and installation to make the entire process as 
easy and simple as possible.

Their experience, design flair and extensive product knowledge will 
allow them to tailor the design to fit your individual requirements. With 
showrooms nationwide why not visit them for inspiration and to see the 
Daval difference for yourself.

Call us or visit our website to find your nearest showroom.

Every effort has been made to illustrate products as accurately as the graphic reproduction process allows and colours may vary from those of the actual product. 

Under a policy of continued improvement, range, specification and construction techniques may change without notice and such information  
contained herein is for guidance only and does not constitute an offer. The company is exempt from circumstances beyond its control. 
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Daval Furniture Limited
Daval House
Spa Fields Industrial Estate
New Street, Slaithwaite
Huddersfield, HD7 5BB

T:  01484 848500
F:  01484 848520
W:  daval-furniture.co.uk

Authorised Design Studio

Kitchens | Bedrooms | Bathrooms | Living

Please give us a call and we will let you know 
where your nearest showroom is.


